Schmuck

Schmuck, or shmuck, in American English is a pejorative term meaning one who is stupid or
foolish, or an obnoxious, contemptible or detestable person. Real meaning of Schmuck
Schmuck- in American English is a pejorative term meaning one who is stupid or foolish, or
an obnoxious, contemptible or detestable.
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First recorded in –95, schmuck is from the Yiddish word shmok (vulgar) literally, penis (of
uncertain origin) By contrast, Anglophones have been using words like schmuck, putz,
mamzer, and gonif for only a century or so. "[A]dditional associative effects from German
schmuck.Schmuck definition is - jerk. How to use schmuck in a sentence.“to hug, snuggle,
kiss”; “to adorn, decorate”. (The last of these senses is less likely, but compare German
Schmuck (“jewellery”) and English crown jewels.).One of the points I make in my book is that
what's dirty in Yiddish isn't always dirty in English, and vice versa. Here's one example that I
didn't.schmuck definition: a stupid or silly person. Learn more.Definition of schmuck - a
foolish or contemptible person.The actor Harrison Ford described himself as a 'schmuck' last
week after he mistakenly landed his plane on a taxiway at John Wayne Airport in Orange
County.When you follow from dolcevitaatcc.com%28pejorative%29 to the German version,
you will see that in German the word is.As Bruce said, the word "schmuck" may be more
familiarly used for "jerk" today. ( The TV show Golden Girls used it regularly to refer to Stan,
the.Define schmuck. schmuck synonyms, schmuck pronunciation, schmuck translation,
English dictionary definition of schmuck. also shmuck n. Slang A clumsy or.Bill behaves like
a schmuck and was often in some kind of conflict with his fellow colleagues at work. Licensed
from GettyImages. noun. Schmuck is a Yiddish.Schmuck definition: a stupid or contemptible
person; oaf Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Define schmuck (noun) and
get synonyms. What is schmuck (noun)? schmuck ( noun) meaning, pronunciation and more
by Macmillan Dictionary.schmuck - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions.Platform for the communication of the international art jewellery.. Schmuck A
schmuck is a loser, idiot, or jerk. This Yiddish word is a little old-fashioned and not very
harsh.SCHMUCK, Sheboygan, Wisconsin. likes · 1 talking about this. SCHMUCK are a
power trio hailing from southeastern Wisconsin. We play original hard.Putz is even less
formal than schmuck. Putz can be either a noun or a verb. As a noun it describes a person as
foolish or without value, usually someone who.There's some difference. Schmuck (useless,
incompetent or obnoxious person) probably comes to Yiddisch "schmok" (penis, fool) from
the Polish "smok".
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